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The aim of the investigation was to estimate the relation of CD95 and DR3 receptors activation with apoptosis level of naive cytotoxic 
Т-lymphocytes (nCТL) in children with acute infectious mononucleosis (AIM).

Materials and Methods. The test materials were peripheral blood samples of healthy children and children with AIM. nCTL were isolated by 
negative immunоmagnetic separation. Specific activation of CD95 and DR3 receptors was performed using monoclonal antibodies. An apoptosis 
level and expression of receptors were studied by flow cytometry.

Results. The percentage of cell apoptosis decreased in children with AIM in freshly isolated nCTL, as well as in CD95 receptor activation 
compared to healthy children. nCTL apoptosis in healthy children regardless of culture conditions was accompanied by the reduced quantity 
of CD95+DR3– cells and CD95 expression density on their surface. In children with AIM the decrease of these indices required CD95 
activation. Compared to healthy children, the percentage of CD95+DR3+ cells in children with AIM decreased in CD95 activation. In CD95 
receptor activation in healthy children and children with AIM, the content of CD95+DR3+ cells correlated directly with an apoptosis level. DR3 
receptor activation was accompanied neither by nCTL apoptosis level change nor the changed content of DR3+ cells in both healthy children 
and children with AIM.

Conclusion. nCTL are less sensitive to apoptosis in children with AIM compared to healthy children. DR3 receptor activation results in no 
change of nCTL apoptosis level both in healthy children and children with AIM. CD95 activation in patients with AIM is accompanied by increased 
resistance of CD95+DR3– cells to apoptosis and the susceptibility to apoptosis of CD95+DR3+ cells. The evaluation of nCTL susceptibility to 
CD95-induced apoptosis in AIM can serve as a subtest to assess the state of a cell component of immune system.
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Acute infectious mononucleosis (AIm) is a widespread 
viral disease. Its agents are Herpesviridae: Epstein–Barr 
virus (EBV), cytomegalovirus (CmV), type 6 human 
herpes virus. Over 90% of urban population are virus 
carriers. The disease is characterized by life-long latent 
virus persistence and its intermittent reactivation in a 
host. Only 10% of infected subjects develop an acute 
form of the disease, it occurring most frequently in 
childhood [1, 2].

AIm agents are lymphotropic viruses, which influence 
the functional state of immune system cells, e.g., they 

CD95 and DR3 Participation in Apoptosis in Infectious Mononucleosis

cause anergy of Т-lymphocytes and regulate proliferation 
and apoptosis of immune competent cells [3].

The representatives of a protein family of “death 
receptors” — CD95 (Fas) and DR3 (lARD) — are 
involved in apoptosis initiation and cell proliferation. 
They express on the surface of immune competent cells 
including CD4+ and CD8+ Т-lymphocytes [4–8]. In the 
norm, Т-lymphocytes respond differently to the activation 
of these receptors. Activated T-lymphocytes after CD95 
receptor stimulation are known to die due to apoptosis, 
while naive Т-cells start proliferating. DR3 receptor 
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stimulation can be accompanied by the enhancement 
of both: proliferation and apoptosis of activated 
Т-lymphocytes. moreover, naive Т-cells are characterized 
by the resistance to mediated DR3 apoptosis [7, 9–11].

Naive CD8+ Т-cells are precursors of effector cytotoxic 
Т-lymphocytes, which play an important role in antiviral 
immunity realization. maintaining a sufficient amount of 
naive CD8+ Т-lymphocytes circulating in peripheral blood 
is of primary importance in an immune response [12]. 
The enhancement of naive Т-lymphocyte death due to 
apoptosis potentially decreases the efficiency of immune 
reactions.

AIm is accompanied by a significant increase 
of the content of total fraction of CD8+ cytotoxic 
Т-lymphocytes in peripheral blood [13]. Patients with 
chronic disease during a reactivation period are found 
to have their reduced content associated with a poor 
prognosis [14]. AIm patients have an increased CD95 
receptor expression on the membrane of Т-lymphocyte 
including total fraction of CD8+ Т-cells, and apoptosis 
enhancement [3]. At the same time, in vitro models have 
shown CmV to suppress CD95 expression and inhibit 
CD95-mediated apoptosis in infected human fibroblasts 
and in some other cell lines [15, 16]. The functional role 
of DR3 receptor in AIm immunopathogenesis is poorly 
studied. mice not expressing DR3 are known to be 
more susceptible to CmV infection due to insufficient 
activation of CD8+ Т-lymphocytes as well [17]. The 
problem of CD95 and DR3 participation in apoptosis of 
naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes (nCTls) in AIm, as well 
as a prognostic value of the functional activity of these 
receptors is still unsettled.

The aim of the investigation was to estimate the 
relation of CD95 and DR3 receptors activation with 

apoptosis level of naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes in 
children with acute infectious mononucleosis.

Materials and Methods
nCTLs culture preparation. The test materials were 

peripheral blood samples of healthy children and children 
with AIm aged from 9 to 16. The study complies with the 
declaration of Helsinki (adopted in June, 1964 (Helsinki, 
Finland) and revised in October, 2000 (Edinburg, 
scotland)) and was approved by the Ethics Committee of 
Nizhny Novgorod state medical Academy. An informed 
consent to blood samples was obtained from all parents 
or foster parents. mononuclear cells of peripheral blood 
were fractionated in accordance with density gradient of 
Histopaque (ρ=1.077 g/cm3, sigma, UsA). nCTls were 
isolated by negative immunomagnetic separation using 
commercial kits Easysep (stemcell Technologies, Great 
Britain) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 
nCTls isolation purity was assessed by flow cytometry 
using fluorescently labeled antibodies: CD3-PE, 
CD45RO-PE-Cy7, CD45RA-PerCP-Cy5.5 and CD8-
APC-eFluor780 (еBioscience, UsA). Isolation purity was 
over 97% (Figure 1).

nCTLs culture and activation. Isolated nCTls were 
cultured at a concentration of 1·106 cells/ml in RPmI-
1640 (PanEco, Russia) medium by adding 10% fetal calf 
serum (PAA laboratories, Austria) and 2 mm l-glutamine 
(PanEco, Russia) at 37°С and 5% СО2. The receptors 
were specifically activated by monoclonal antibodies 
(mAbs) against human receptors CD95 (isotype Igm, 
clone CH-11, eBoiscience, UsA) or DR3 (isotype IgG k, 
clone JD3, Beckman Coulter, UsA) at a concentration of 
200 ng/ml. Cells cultured without activators added were 
used as control.

Flow cytometry. We applied a flow cytometer BD 
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Figure 1. Control of nCTls (naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes) isolation purity by flow cytometry: based on forward and side scatter we 
separated debris and isolated lymphocyte gate (a); in an isolated gate we analyzed the expression of CD3 and CD8 markers, the 
content of CD3+CD8+ lymphocytes being over 98% (b); in CD3+CD8+ lymphocyte pool we studied the expression of CD45RA and 
CD45RO markers, the content of CD45RA+CD45RO– cells being over 99% (c). The resulting content of naive CD8+ Т-lymphocytes 
was over 97%
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FACs Canto II (Becton, Dickinson and Company, UsA) 
in the study. To normalize voltage on a photomultiplier 
we used gauge particles Cytometry setup and 
tracking beads (BD Biosciences, UsA). The settings 
of fluorescence compensation were optimized by 
means of a commercial kit Anti-mouse Ig, k/negative 
control compensation particles set (BD Biosciences, 
UsA). A flash level for fluorescently labeled antibodies 
characterizing non-specific bonding was determined 
using corresponding isotypical controls. The data were 
collected using FACsDiva (BD Biosciences, UsA). 3·104 

cells were analyzed in each sample.
CD95 and DR3 expression and apoptosis assessment. 

Flow cytometry was used for the assessment. We 
analyzed newly isolated nCTls, as well as nCTls after 
20-hour culture with activators or without them. For 
apoptosis assessment we applied double annexin V-РЕ 
(AV) and 7-aminoactinomycin-D (7AAD) staining using a 
PE Annexin V Apoptosis Detection Kit (BD Biosciences, 
UsA). The expression of CD95 and DR3 on blood 
lymphocyte membrane was analyzed by fluorescently 
labeled anti-CD95-PE-Cy7 (еBioscience, UsA) and 
DR3-Dylight488 antibodies (Novus Biological, UsA). 
Based on forward and side scatter we separated debris 
and isolated total nCTls gate (Figure 2 (а)). Based 
on АV and 7AAD staining we isolated the gates of 
living lymphocytes (AV–7AAD–), lymphocytes at early 
(AV+7AAD–) and late (AV+7AAD+) apoptosis stages. 
Total apoptosis level was determined by the cumulative 
percent of cells at early and late apoptosis stages. 
Further, the total gate of living cells and early apoptotic 
cells were analyzed separately (Figure 2 (b)). Based on 
the expression of CD95 and DR3 receptors we isolated 
cells with three different phenotypes: CD95+DR3–, CD95–

DR3+ and СD95+DR3+ (Figure 2 (c)). We calculated 
each phenotype cell percentage of the total amount of 
cells in a gate. Expression density of CD95 and DR3 on 
lymphocyte membrane was assessed relying on mean 
fluorescence intensity of receptor carrying cells (mFI).

Data processing. The algorithm of analysis was written 
in R language using Rstudio 0.98.507 (Rstudio, UsA). 
In the study we applied student t-test for dependent and 
independent samplings, Wilcoxon criterion for dependent 
and independent samplings, repeated measures 
ANOVA, Friedman test. A correlation coefficient was 
calculated using Pearson criterion (r) and spearman 
rank correlation (rs). P value in multiple comparisons 
was corrected considering Holm–Bonferroni correction. 
The differences were considered significant if p<0.05. 
The results were represented indicating median, 25 and 
75 percentiles.

Results
The effect of CD95 and DR3 receptor activation 

on nCTLs apoptosis level. Compared to healthy 
children, AIm children were found to have 1.9 decrease 
of apoptotic cells in newly isolated nCTls (p=0.023), 
and when activated by anti-CD95 antibodies the 
number decreased by 3.1 times (p=0.046) (Figure 3). 
The activation of anti-DR3 antibodies, as well as the 
culture without activators had no effect on the amount of 
apoptotic nCTls, it being no different in healthy children 
and children with AIm.

In healthy children the culture of nCTls with anti-
CD95 and anti-DR3 antibodies, as well as that without 
activators resulted in the increase of apoptotic cells. 
Compared to newly isolated nCTls, apoptosis level grew 
by 3.8 times (p=0.005) in the control, when activated by 
anti-CD95 antibodies it increased by 3.0 times (p=0.005), 

а b c

Figure 2. Gating principles when analyzing the expression of CD95 and DR3 and apoptosis level: lymphocyte gate was separated 
based on forward and side scatter (а); based on double AV and 7AAD staining, lymphocytes were divided into living cells, early and 
late apoptotic cells, the apoptosis level being determined as a total percentage of cells at early and late apoptosis stages (a dotted 
line). living cells and early apoptotic cells were represented as a separate gate (a full line) (b); the expression of CD95 and DR3 
receptors was studied in the gate (c)

CD95 and DR3 Participation in Apoptosis in Infectious Mononucleosis
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and when activated by anti-DR3 antibodies — by 2.7 
times (p=0.002). Children with AIm were found to have 
an increased number of apoptotic cells only in the control 
and when activated by anti-DR3 antibodies. Compared 
to newly isolated nCTls the apoptosis level increased in 
the control by 2.9 times (p=0.032), and after adding anti-
DR3 antibodies by 2.2 times (p=0.003).

Characteristic of nCTLs with CD95+DR3– phenotype 
in healthy children and children with AIM. Children 
with AIm compared to healthy children were found to 
have no differences in the number of CD95+DR– cells 
and CD95 expression density on their surface in newly 

isolated nCTls, as well as when cultured, both in the 
control and when CD95 receptor was activated (Figure 
4 and 5).

In healthy children, nCTls culture compared to newly 
isolated cells was accompanied by the decrease of 
CD95+DR3– cell count and CD95 expression density 
on their surface in the control by 1.3 times (p=0.034) 
and by 1.4 times (p=0.018), when activated by anti-
CD95 antibodies — by 1.2 times (p=0.034) and by 1.3 
times (p=0.013), respectively. AIm patients showed 
the decrease of CD95+DR3– cell number and CD95 
expression density on their membrane only when nCTls 

were stimulated by anti-CD95 
antibodies — by 1.4 times (p=0.001) 
and by 1.5 times (p=0.001), 
respectively (see Figure 5).

Healthy children and children 
with AIm were found to have 
no correlation between nCTls 
apoptosis level and the content of 
CD95+DR3– cells, as well as CD95 
expression density on their surfaces 
in all the cases under study.

Characteristic of nCTLs with 
CD95–DR3+ phenotype in healthy 
children and children with AIM. 
Children with AIm compared to 
healthy people showed a 5.1 
decrease of CD95–DR3+ cell 
number in newly isolated nCTls 
and cultivated control cells (p=0.013 
and p=0.038, respectively). more-
over, DR3 expression density on 
the surface of CD95–DR3+ cells 
underwent no changes. Besides, 
both indices did not change when 
anti-DR3 antibodies were added 
(see Figure 4, Figure 6).
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Figure 4. Expression of CD95 and DR3 receptors on nCTls (naive cytotoxic 
Т-lymphocytes) surface. mAbs: monoclonal antibodies; AIm: acute infectious 
mononucleosis
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Figure 3. nCTls (naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes) 
apoptosis level. mAbs: monoclonal antibodies; AIm: 
acute infectious mononucleosis; * statistically significant 
differences compared to healthy children (p<0.05); 
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Figure 5. Characteristic of nCTls (naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes) with CD95+DR3– phenotype: the percentage of CD95+DR3– cells (а) 
and mean CD95 fluorescence intensity on their surface (b); the comparison of distribution density of CD95 receptor fluorescence on 
the surface of newly isolated CD95+DR3– nCTls with the parameter when cultured without activators added or with anti-CD95 mAbs 
(monoclonal antibodies) added (c). AIm: acute infectious mononucleosis; IC: isotypical control; * statistically significant differences 
compared to newly isolated nCTls (p<0.05)
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Regardless of nCTls culture conditions of healthy 
children and children with AIm, there were revealed no 
differences in the content of CD95–DR3+ cells and DR3 
expression density on their surface compared to the 
newly isolated nCTls (see Figure 6).

We found a direct correlation between the apoptosis 

level and the content of CD95–DR3+ nCTls in healthy 
children and AIm children. In healthy children there was 
correlation when nCTls were stimulated by anti-DR3 
antibodies (r=0.93; p=0.023). Children with AIm showed 
the correlation of the indices under study in newly 
isolated nCTls (r=0.79; p=0.006).

CD95 and DR3 Participation in Apoptosis in Infectious Mononucleosis
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Characteristic of nCTLs with CD95+DR3+ 
phenotype in healthy children and children with AIM. 
AIm children compared to healthy children were found to 
have 1.6 decrease of CD95+DR3+ cell number (p=0.011) 
when nCTls were stimulated by anti-CD95 antibodies. 
1.7 increase of DR3 expression density on the surface 

of CD95+DR3+ cells (p=0.004) was revealed in newly 
isolated nCTls in children with AIm. In all other cases 
the differences were found neither in the content of 
CD95+DR3+ cells, nor in the expression density of CD95 
or DR3 on their surface (see Figure 4, Figure 7).

No differences were detected in the content of 
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Figure 6. Characteristic of CD95–DR3+ nCTls (naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes): the percentage of CD95–DR3+ cells (а) and mean 
DR3 fluorescence intensity on their surface (b); the comparison of distribution density of DR3 receptor fluorescence on the surface 
of newly isolated CD95–DR3+ nCTls with the parameter when cultured without activators added or with anti-DR3 mAbs (monoclonal 
antibodies) (c). AIm: acute infectious mononucleosis; IC: isotypical control; * statistically significant differences compared to healthy 
children (p<0.05)
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Figure 7. Characteristic of CD95+DR3+ nCTls (naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes): the percentage of CD95+DR3+ cells (а), mean CD95 
fluorescence intensity (b) and mean DR3 fluorescence intensity (c) on their surface; the comparison of distribution density of CD95 
receptor fluorescence on the surface of newly isolated CD95+DR3+ nCTls with the parameter when cultured without activators added 
or with anti-CD95 or anti-DR3 mAbs (monoclonal antibodies) (d); the comparison of density distribution of DR3 receptor fluorescence 
on the surface of newly isolated CD95+DR3+ nCTls with this parameter when cultured without activators added or with anti-CD95 
or anti-DR3 mAbs (e). AIm: acute infectious mononucleosis; IC: isotypical control; * statistically significant differences compared to 
healthy children (p<0.05)
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CD95+DR3+ cells and DR3 or CD95 expression density 
on their surface compared to newly isolated nCTls 
regardless of nCTls culture conditions of healthy 
children and children with AIm (see Figure 7).

A direct correlation was found between an apoptosis 
level and CD95+DR3+ cell content only when nCTls were 
cultured with anti-CD95 antibodies added in healthy 
children (r=0.88; p=0.049) and children with AIm (r=0.73; 
p=0.010). No correlation was revealed between an 
apoptosis level and CD95 or DR3 expression density on 
the surface of CD95+DR3+ cells in all cases under study.

Discussion. When studying nCTls susceptibility 
to apoptosis in healthy children and children with AIm 
we assessed the expression of membrane receptors 
CD95 and DR3. Total nCTls pool was divided into 
three phenotypic groups depending on the expression 
features of CD95 and DR3 receptors on their surface. 
We analyzed the contribution of each of the phenotypes 
in total apoptotic level of total nCTls fraction.

An increased apoptotic level of total fraction of 
isolated nCTls was detected in healthy children, both in 
the control and in those with specific activation of CD95 
or DR3 receptors. moreover, against the background 
of the increase, there was the decrease of the number 
of cell with phenotype CD95+DR3– only. CD95 receptor 
expression density on their surface decreased as well. It 
is our belief that in healthy children the main contribution 
in nCTls apoptosis level is made by the subpopulation 
with phenotype CD95+DR3–, i.e. it is this subpopulation 
of naive Т-lymphocytes which dies due first to apoptosis. 
The findings indicate that in healthy children CD95+DR3– 

apoptosis induction of isolated nCTls requires no 
participation of other immune competent cells, as well as 
additional stimulation of CD95 receptor.

In children with AIm, newly isolated nCTls showed 
their apoptosis resistance that can be considered as 
a protective mechanism of a macroorganism aimed at 
nCTls pool maintenance in the course of an antiviral 
immune response. Under specific culture, nCTls in 
children with AIm lost their resistance to apoptosis in 
the control but persisted apoptosis resistance in CD95 
receptor activation. It may be assumed that nCTls 
resistance to apoptosis in AIm is due to CD95 receptor 
participation, and depends on the effect of other immune 
competent cells.

It should be noted that CD95 activation in AIm resulted 
in no changes of an apoptosis level of the total nCTls 
pool compared to the newly isolated cells. In addition, 
there was the content decrease of Т-lymphocytes 
with phenotype CD95+DR3–, and the increase of the 
number of cells with СD95–DR3– phenotype (data on 
nCTls with СD95–DR3– phenotype have not been 
submitted). CD95 receptor binding on a cell membrane 
is known to result in its internalization [18]. Further 
signal transmission in AIm is expected to be absent, 
nCTls apoptosis not developing. In addition, due to 
CD95 receptor internalization, cell phenotype changes. 

Cells with СD95–DR3– phenotype potentially are more 
resistant to apoptosis induction with the receptors CD95 
and DR3 involved. nCTls resistance to apoptosis with 
CD95 activation is likely to be related to the changed 
balance of pro- and anti-apoptotic factors in these cells 
in AIm. so, in vitro studies [3] have demonstrated CD8+ 
Т-lymphocytes expressing CD95 receptor in EBV to 
manifest apoptosis resistance due to the expression 
increase of anti-apoptotic factor Bcl-2.

Cells with CD95+DR3– phenotype prevail quantitatively 
in a general nCTls pool, while DR3-expressing cells 
(phenotypes CD95–DR3+ and CD95+DR3+) are present 
in small amounts. Compared to newly isolated nCTls, 
there were observed no changes in the content of 
DR3-expressing cells regardless of culture conditions 
both in healthy children, and in children with AIm. In 
this respect, when evaluating the contribution of cell 
with this phenotype in total nCTls apoptosis level it 
seems appropriate to consider them only as minor 
subpopulations participating in the control of apoptosis 
of CD95+DR3– cells.

In newly isolated cells, as well as in the control in 
children with AIm there was the decrease of the content 
of CD95–DR3+ cells compared to healthy children. 
moreover, DR3 receptor activation leveled the revealed 
differences. It should be noted that this fact is related 
to the decrease of this index in healthy children rather 
than to the increasing number of CD95–DR3+ nCTls in 
children with AIm. Besides, in healthy children when DR3 
receptor was activated, the number of CD95–DR3+ cells 
correlated directly to the apoptosis level of nCTls pool. It 
can be assumed that in the norm apoptosis level in newly 
isolated nCTls does not depend on the number of cells 
with CD95–DR3+ phenotype. The correlation appears 
only under the conditions of DR3 receptor activation. In 
AIm a direct correlation of the parameters under study 
was initially found only in newly isolated cells, and was 
not detected in DR3 receptor activation. Thus, cells with 
CD95–DR3+ phenotype contribute differently to the total 
apoptosis level of nCTls pool in healthy children and 
AIm children.

In our view, CD95+DR3+ nCTls able to respond 
to the stimulation of both receptors are of particular 
interest. CD95 receptor activation results in the 
reduction of cell count with phenotype CD95+DR3+ 
against the background of nCTls apoptosis decrease 
in children with AIm compared to healthy children. In 
addition, in healthy children and in children with AIm 
the apoptosis level correlates directly to the content of 
CD95+DR3+ cells. It is our belief that CD95 receptor in 
children with AIm participates in the apoptosis initiation 
of CD95+DR3+ Т-lymphocytes. Despite an increased 
DR3 expression density on the surface of CD95+DR3+ 
cells of newly isolated nCTls in children with AIm, DR3 
receptor activation results in neither the change of their 
number, nor nCTls apoptosis level compared to healthy 
children. This fact indicates non-participation of DR3 
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receptor in apoptosis initiation of CD95+DR3+ Т-cells 
in healthy children and children with AIm. Thus, the 
stimulation of CD95 or DR3 receptors has a different 
effect on the susceptibility of CD95+DR3+ Т-lymphocytes 
to apoptosis in AIm. In general, minor subpopulation of 
CD95+DR3+ cells makes an insignificant contribution to 
the total nCTls apoptosis level in CD95 activation. The 
observed difference in nCTls apoptosis level in healthy 
children and children with AIm is likely to be related to 
the potential capability of CD95+DR3+ cells to modulate 
the susceptibility of CD95+DR3– Т-lymphocytes to 
apoptosis.

Conclusion. The main contribution to the apoptosis 
of naive cytotoxic Т-lymphocytes in healthy children is 
made by CD95+DR3– phenotype cells, while the cells with 
CD95–DR3+ and CD95+DR3+ phenotype are supposed 
to perform a regulatory function. AIm in children is 
accompanied by decreased nCTls sensitivity to 
apoptosis that is considered to be a favorable prognostic 
sign. DR3 expression on nCTls surface in healthy 
children and children with AIm is different. However, 
DR3 receptor activation results in no change of nCTls 
apoptosis level in children with AIm compared to healthy 
children. We think CD95-mediated signaling pathways 
in CD95+DR3– and CD95+DR3+ cells to participate in 
the realization of a mechanism of nCTls resistance to 
apoptosis in AIm.

The evaluation of nCTls susceptibility to CD95-
induced apoptosis can serve as a promising test to give 
additional characteristic of the state of a cell component 
of immune system in AIm.
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